Addendum No.1

Date Issued: November 28, 2018

RFP Name: Epoxy Flooring for Korte

RFP# 2018-PUR-037

1. Are there plans that show the dimensions of each restroom and the kitchen area? We have not included floor plans in the past since with additions and remodels they vary, so if you are interested in bidding for the job we can schedule a site visit.

2. I have a contractor interested in bidding the Epoxy Flooring for Korte project with Sherwin-Williams General Polymers resinous flooring products. In order to provide a competitive solution to the specified material shall we submit those products for pre-approval prior to the bid date? No, as long as they are the same specification listed in bid.

3. The RFP makes note of a dumpster if needed to accommodate demolition. Do you anticipate any additional sub flooring underneath the laminate? There may be some Patching to do and some leveling, but we are unaware of any under flooring.

4. Do you request we remove and dispose of all rubber wall base where required in areas or is that by others? This will need to be done by the bidder and wrap the cove base with epoxy.

5. May we still submit a bid if our Independence Contractor application is pending? We will just need to add you as vendor with Independence School District.

6. On the website we do not see any additional addenda. Are there updates to the plan or RFP outside of the source document? This is the only Addendum.

7. It appears the Kitchen floor was recently installed. Would you like us to bid removing all of the cove and replacing it? Or just properly coating over the existing cove? Coating over it the right way will save a lot of money and time. Properly coating over the existing cove.